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Description of module
How often do you need to change the regular or special price for a group of products?

With our module, you can do it in a few clicks. You can easily filter the items you

need to change their prices. The module supports various price change formulas.

Price change security is achieved in two ways:

1. All price change operations are carried out in one transaction. Therefore, if an

error occurs, the database itself will roll back the changes back.

2. Before changing the price, our module makes a backup of previous prices.

Therefore, if you make a mistake, you can always roll back.

The module supports the following types of prices:

1. Price

2. Special price

3. Cost

4. Minimum Advertised Price (MSRP)

5. Tier Price

6. Customizable Options

7. Attributes with type “Price”

Formulas that you can use to change the price flexibly:

● null: remove the price from the product.

● 20: The entered number will replace the current price of the product.

● -20: The price of the product will decrease by the specified number.

● +20: The price of the product will increase by the specified amount.

● -10%: The price of the product will decrease by the specified percentage.

● +20%: The price of the product will increase by the specified percentage.

● max20: enter a number with a "max" prefix in front and the final price will

be less than or equal to this number.

● min20: enter a number with a "min" prefix in front and the final price will

be greater than or equal to this number.

Numbers 20 and 10 are given as an example. In your case, these can be any numbers.



It can use other price types in the formula. Accessed prices types: {{price}},

{{special_price}}, {{cost}}, {{msrp}}.

In one set it can use some formulas.

All prices should be specified in the base currency.

Some examples:

1

price: 80

cost: 50

formula: {{cost}} +150%

result: 125

2

price: 80

cost: 50

formula: {{cost}} +150% max110

result: 110

3

price: 80

formula: -15%

result: 65



Creating prices sets

To change prices for certain products or for all products, you need to create one or two sets.
In each set, you can choose which prices you want to change and specify a formula for
changing each of these prices. Also, you can filter those products by different attributes.

Each of the sets can be rolled back.
See screenshots below.







Configuration of module

Configuration of module has one parameter such as
Run reindex all indexes after changing prices
If it param is enabled then indexes will be reindexed after applying set.





Price-changing results on the front end
The set configuration

Prices before changing





Prices after changing


